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Friday, March 9.
Started out today with a long Cabinet meeting. The President had the dentist in at the house first.
The point of the Cabinet meeting was to make the pitch to Cabinet members to start the
Presidential spokesman program of their getting out and selling the budget battle program. The
President opened and turned it over to Ehrlichman, who dropped his papers as he stepped to the
podium and after getting that all together made his pitch. The President interrupted frequently,
made the point that when they're out, they should worry about making local news, not national,
and realize that it's all part of the overall whole.
That we need a massive effort over a long period, and that Congress will change their minds
because of public pressure, if we keep it up. Told them to make the point of writing their
Congressmen, whether they agree or disagree. We can't directly lobby Congressmen, so we have
to put our pitch on the basis that we want them to write either an agreement or disagreement on
this great debate on the important issues. The point is we're not doing this to affect polls. The
game is to see that the Congressmen hear from home, and he emphasized the influence of
establishment people in the home towns. Said that the effort on this program, unlike in the
election, is it’s important to work against the establishment individuals as well as the masses of
people. He told them to sit down with power groups and off the record sessions. Said the
problem is that the Congressmen now have a plague of locusts on them up on the Hill. One call
from an influential individual at home can change that effect.
Ehrlichman made the point of selling the interests of the new majority, not on the basis of
supporting the President. The President said always express great respect for Congress.
Kleindienst interrupted and said, "is that an order sir?", and then laughed. The President said that
he should say that the members of Congress want to do what is right, and that we've got to
convince them is to support this budget. The problem is that he’s deluged by special interests, so
we have to let him know there's another voice.
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Regarding veterans, he said their lobby is very clever. They're not Vietnam veterans, but they
play that to get attention and sympathy. All people-- All that the people care about are the
Vietnam veterans and the disabled, and we must support them, but we shouldn't be taken in on
other veteran's gimmicks. They should hit women's forums on taxes, spending and the family
budget. Women are all great letter writers. The President laughed and said, "I know". Said it was
great that Jesse Jackson and his crowd went up to lobby Congress because the more they appear
against us, the more that they help us.
On scheduling, he said to go where the Congressional votes are. That it's hard to make the sell in
New York, Pennsylvania, and so forth in the East, because those Congressmen are spenders. It's
easier to sell in the South, and we should hit hard there on the high patriotism, more conservative
and so on. Don't limit your speech totally to the budget though. Always take them to the
mountaintop on the historic breakthroughs, peace and so on, but the US must have a strong, free
domestic economy, and the budget that does not raise prices or taxes. Elliott Richardson said that
you can make the point on the liberal conservatives split, that the new majority rejects this
characterization, it isn't liberal to have Washington regulations on the local activities. Our point
is let the individuals decide, not the social workers. The President is the one really returning
power to the people call for a new vocabulary in this regard. The President said just don't get out
a memo regarding a PR blitz that we're doing, handle it subtly and discreetly, he then called on
the Vice President and said can you make the sale-- sell on this.
The Vice President said this is a much harder job then in the campaign. It's a difficult subject,
and we need to simplify and bring in the larger picture. We should avoid getting deadly, brevity
is important, don't get to ponderous. Don't overplay the new American majority phase-- phrase,
because it's too gimmicky. Someone had said earlier to go for the 90 seconds on television. And
Scali said don't aim for a minute and half, go for 45 seconds, wrap up a key point in 45 seconds,
pull those out and make them so attractive that they have to use them. The President said that
means 75 words.
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Bush said another theme that we should work on is jobs, in relation to inflation. This diffuses the
minority criticism and the compassion attack, and will help with the Congress where we need it
in the weaker urban areas. Ash said you can't win if you're caught on the defensive on the little
issues. We have to twist it to the positive forum on the big issue the total budget, not individual
programs. The President said to sum up as you develop your own thoughts, if you ever debate
the specific programs, you lose. You should cite polls, make up the figures about the people
favor more dollars for each thing. But the point is that the pollsters don't ask the right questions,
they should ask are you willing to pay more taxes for these things. Regarding the poor, on taxes
and inflation, the new inflation would destroy the whole economy especially to the poor in their
family budget. So we're talking about your taxes, your prices, your job. On prices, if we exceed
the full employment budget, and then if we don't raise taxes, it will raise prices. It's not whether
you can for the programs, but how much of the program you’re for. And we have to decide what
comes first, this is not an austerity budget, it doubles the domestic spending versus four years
ago. For instance, the higher education lobby, they're not fighting about the money they get,
they're fighting because we're going to change the plan and give the money to the students rather
than the institutions. And the institutions don't want the students to have the freedom of choice.
In all this though we must show compassion, but don't debate who's more compassionate. The
greatest compassion we can show is by not raising taxes and prices. The person inflation kills is
the poor not the rich, everybody is affected by prices. We're doing the greatest divestiture of
power of any government in Washington has ever asked Congress for. The problem is that they
don't want the power in the local areas, they would rather have the buck stop here, they don't
want to take the heat. Lindsay, for instance, made the point of how little he got out of us. And the
President laughed and said it was damn little, too. Regarding revenue sharing, special revenue
sharing, the locals get more than in '74, never less. As we look at programs we're cutting out,
Community Action and Model Cities, they sound good, the locals want them because it means
money, but they didn't work. We are keeping Head Start and Manpower Training because they
help people. Community Action and Model Cities don't work. If you get the question on it, say
does it help the poor? Look at the "trickle-down theory" argument it trickles down through layers
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and layers of bureaucracy, and the poor end up with about ten percent of the money. We want to
mainline it. He said put it that way, the people understand that. Most of them are on drugs
anyway. The whole philosophy is to get rid of the middle man. Get rid of Community Action and
Model Cities, even though there are some good facets to them, because overall they haven't
panned out. Cut them out, so that we'll have dollars to help the poor directly, and cut out those
that are in the business of helping the poor. The main lead on this has to be prices, taxes, jobs.
The big spender label.
The Vice President said that programs that are working the best are the ones that have the
smallest lobbies, which is a point you can also make. The President said anything worthwhile in
government is worth the battle. This one isn't the battle on the dollars, it's the battle on
philosophy. Our opponents have a vested interest in the approach that we reject, that is, that
Washington make the decision. If we don't do this, it will never be done. And we can’t do it-- we
can do it with the vetoes because there we only need one-third of the Congress.
Then you turn to the question of why not cut the defense budget, in other words the matter of
priorities. The argument is, after the China and Russia trips and the limitation of arms and the
end of the war, that we don't need so much money for defense. The simple answer is why were
we successful on these initiatives? Because we were strong. We had something to give not just to
get. If prior to this year's negotiations, Congress cuts our budgets, we may as well cancel the
meetings, because all hopes for arms control would be down the tubes, we have to defend the
defense budget. In the last four years, we've doubled the non-defense, and we've held the line on
defense. Actually we're spending less in real dollars, and that's the razor's edge, we can't go
under it. We've reduced the armed forces from 3.5 million to 2.2 million, the lowest level in a
quarter of a century, and no young Americans are being drafted. We should keep that story
going.
He then turned to Rogers on foreign assistance. Bill said, it really isn’t-- the problem we have
here is the title "foreign assistance", it's really assistance for the US foreign policy, and we
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should talk about Indo-China, not just North Vietnam. Then he reviewed what’s happened, that
we had a half million men, and hopeless war and so on. The President interjected that if we had
copped out in Vietnam, the American people would have been so frustrated that we would have
copped out of the world. We spent a $130 billion to fight the war, three million men served in the
war, 300,000 a year were being drafted at the time we came in. The objective was Vietnam's
ability for self-determination that was a democratic president's objective. In May of '72 the
President outlined his offer to settle, and everybody applauded and said if he could do that it
would be great, and we did accomplish it. Then the question of whether we've made a
commitment to aid the North Vietnam. We haven't legally, but it was morally made first by LBJ,
later by Nixon, supported by McGovern. The subject, however, won't arise for 60 to 90 days as
far as any request for aid, and there won't be any request at all, unless the agreement works, so
we don't have to argue it now. The agreement provides supervision by an international
commission and they’re there on our representation to keep the agreement lasting. The military
part will be carried out in 60 days. What's left is the possibility that they can solve their own
problems. We have to carry out our part, and support them. We said we'd help in reconstruction,
other nations will help, too. If we don't, the whole thing will fail. First, it's a small amount of
money compared to fighting the war. The Vice President raised the question of how much the
war costs. The President said the war was costing $30 billion when we came in. Both Rogers and
the President said don't use the numbers, keep that open, don't let people get committed against
this though. Second, if we don't provide assistance, our part of the bargain, we could lose all that
we fought for. We have our word with others over a long period, it's the cement that holds the
peace together, we can't throw up our hands now. Suppose we had the opportunity for bilateral
assistance to Czechoslovakia, we would all be for it as a good investment. The North Vietnamese
want us there, the Soviets don't want us helping the North Vietnam, so even if there is no other
reason, this is a good opportunity. We'd gain a lot of influence at small costs, otherwise it would
mean that we fought the war simply to get the POW's back. We will win this fight. The Hill has
to support us because it's a small price to pay for peace
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The Vice President said then to Rogers that he was worried about our saying that we're
committed to aid them. The next question then is, if that's the case, why isn't it in the agreement.
Rogers said it is in the agreement; in other words, the Vice President had his facts wrong again,
raised the wrong question the right way. We said that subject to Congressional approval, and that
we have indicated our willingness to help, provided they keep the agreement. He agreed that we
shouldn't look like it's a secret deal, and it's not. Richardson referred to the cost of the war, and
said even in '74 we have $2.9 billion for the war, so the agreement-- so as the agreement works,
our costs go down, especially in South Vietnam. The strategy now is to keep people's minds
open for 90 days.
The President said there are basically four points to be made. Then he referred to after World
War II where we took the Japanese and Germans and aided them. In other words, we helped
hated enemies in order to keep them peaceful, to avoid new aggression, and to avoid their falling
to the Communists. As a result, they're now strong, free, world partners. So the points are, first,
that the other nations are already pledged to help Japanese, European, etcetera. Second, the funds
would not require any domestic budget cuts, they'll come out of National Security and Defense
budgets. Third, it's an investment in peace, in the United States' interests, not humanitarian.
Assistance is conditioned on complying with the peace agreement, and it's worth it, it's in the
agreement because it's to our interest. We don't want the Russians and Chinese to help us on this.
Scali injected the argument that the critics are playing politics with peace, if aid is not provided,
they'll be responsible for the peace going down the tubes. If peace is unraveled, the local dam
that they would have gotten with the money instead is useless. The President said that we need
assistance on a bilateral basis in order to influence North Vietnam and referred to the point that
all the libs were for tractors for Castro when that came up. We should not tie this into
Ehrlichman's budget pitch, we should just have it as an answer to a question when someone's out
giving a speech. Make the point that we're doing well in the world––peace, US leadership, and so
on. Now is a critical time not to blow it with a bad budget that destroys economic power. Rogers
said on the point of reparations, we should say, definitely it’s not. The proof is that there's no talk
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about the amounts and so on until the POW's are back. If it were reparations, we would be
setting the amounts now. Elliot made another point on the defense budget. He's concerned that
we hold the line on that. We're at the lowest manpower level since 1950, the lowest proportion of
the budget, the lowest proportion of the Gross National Product, and we are facing problems
arising from the success of the President's foreign policy, because it creates an atmosphere of
détente and people think we don't need defense. But the successes succeeded, because we had
strength. Now we must not cut below the danger point and take away the tools that brought the
success.
The Vice President made the point that to have credibility you must have strength, to have trade
you must have credibility. The President said to add an item in your speeches-- to include in all
your speeches, the point of law enforcement. Take a very hard line. We have to move in this
area. Step up penalties on drugs and so on. We can't cure crime because there are always bad
people but we can take strong steps to fight it. The President, later in the day, got into the thing
on his crime speech and said we're doing some significant things. But it needs a name like
"Clean Air" and "Safe Streets" and so on. Wants me to put the whole crew to work on
developing a name for the new act we're going out with, something to dramatize it. That led him
to feeling we need someone between Gergen and himself, who is a phrasemaker, an editor.
Maybe Ehrlichman should cut his schedule and do some of this. For instance, the President
added the phrase "Crime is color blind" and the thing on hating the cop killers. What he needs is
a good wordsmith, who won't worry about substance but who will just think of ways to sloganize
it. There should be one man to do that as the Presdent did it at the Cabinet meeting today.
Kissinger burst in to announce that Chou En-lai had just cabled him agreeing to release the CIA
prisoner they've been holding for years. We made an appeal Wednesday on the basis of the man's
mother being critically ill, and we got a response today he's being released on Monday. They're
also releasing the other two prisoners on Thursday. They've also agreed to Bruce as the head of
the mission there, which is good news. All of this the President will announce today and the
Bruce thing on Thursday at his press conference.
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On some miscellaneous items, he wanted me to be sure to tell Bush not to get burned in dabbling
around in primaries, so let Mitchell handle the tough ones. And also that he's got to get the
House deal settled now, we can't wait till May 9 to start the candidate search. He wants to let
Devine bring in 40 loyalists of the conservative group for a thank you deal like he did with the
freshmen. And wants to be sure we've got a nice gift to give the Irish Ambassador on Saturday
when he presents the shamrocks. He raised the question of the President getting out to sell the
budget, and wondered whether I thought he ought to be doing more on that. I said that I thought
we ought to be laying the groundwork first, and that he ought not to go out, at least for a while.
He met with Rogers then this afternoon and left right from there for Camp David for the
weekend.
End of March 9.
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